Tips for Training

- Accommodations should be requested early in your training and the form for that request can be found on the home page of Growth through Learning Illinois under Support.

Need Help

Contact Growth through Learning Illinois by calling 1(800) 416-9734 or writing webmaster@growththroughlearningillinois.org. Technical issues with Teachscape call 888.479.7600 or write support@teachscape.com.

Testing

- Choose a time where disruptions and personal breaks are not going to happen.
- Make sure the best browser for your computer usage is selected. Many get good results with Google Chrome.
- Make sure your training module is closed before starting the assessment.
- Have a consistent internet connection.
- Do not let the computer set idle and complete your assessment within the 60 minutes (TE Modules 1,2,4, and 5 and PE Modules 1-5)
- Assessment should be approached when the mind is ready, taking time to study and complete. Guides should be downloaded and used during testing.
- Do not leave your account open when not in use.

Modules

- Teachscape is for Module 2 Teacher Evaluator Trainers only; Principal Evaluator Trainers will take all modules in Growth through Learning.
- After passing Module 1, the portal to Teachscape will open. If you need a password to Teachscape please call (800) 416-9734 and you will be enrolled.
- When the Teachscape portal is opened then Module 3 will appear in your My Courses Page.
- Projecting your training videos on to a Smart Board will help the viewing of the 360 degree videos. Head phones are also recommended for hearing clarity.
- Because Teachscape button is a portal it will not list your PROFICIENT result.
- Growth through Learning will report your passing/completed results for Teacher Evaluator and Principal Evaluator for Module 1-3 to ISBE ECS.
- Module 3 has no assessment so the button will remain OPEN in your My Courses Page.
Illinois District use of Videos

Memorandum
To: Framework for Teaching Proficiency System Observers
From: Teachscape and ETS  Date: September 18, 2012
Re: Guidance on Use of FfTPS Videos in Collaborative Settings

Background
Teachscape received a request for guidance on how to use the videos in FfTPS for individual learning and in group settings. The intention behind the request was for FFPTS observers to be able to review video footage, individually or collaboratively, in order to improve their observation skills and understanding of the Framework for Teaching Rubric.

Recommendation
Teachscape and ETS propose the following guidelines:
1. Orientation: All of the Orientation materials (Orientation to Observer Training, the Overview of the Framework for Teaching, and the Orientation for Teachers) are well suited for both individual and collaborative use. These videos do not illustrate classroom practice, but they provide insight into the structure and value of the Framework for Teaching.
2. Observer Training: With the exception of bias training modules, we encourage FfTPS observers to watch all videos in Observer Training and review all rationales either independently or collaboratively. One approach to studying the components is to work through the first component collaboratively, and then proceed through the other modules as individuals or with partners or in small groups. The Observer Training was designed to be flexible and meet the needs of the learners.
3. Understanding Bias: We highly recommend that the Understanding Bias module, including the videos in the module, be completed individually. You might consider discussing the module after all of your colleagues have completed it.
4. Practice: the Practice section contains a set of five grade-specific videos. Observers should use Scoring Practice videos to hone their own scoring accuracy and gauge their readiness to score accurately on the Proficiency Assessment. The value of scoring practice as an individual formative assessment may be reduced if the scoring practice videos are discussed in a group setting before the Observer has completed the Proficiency Test. Therefore we do not recommend that these videos be used for collaborative professional development until after the Observer has successfully completed the Proficiency test*.
Following the successful completion of the Proficiency test, however, Observers should feel free to use all the videos in the Practice section in collaborative settings for Professional Development.

*Observers who would benefit from discussing videos collaboratively prior to completing the test should feel free to work through a sample of the Scoring Practice videos with their peers. However, we strongly recommend that observers work through the majority of Scoring Practice videos independently to ensure that they are scoring accurately, prior to taking the Proficiency Assessment